
ON 5-NORMALIZERS
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Abstract. The concept of system normalizers of a finite solv-

able group is generalized to any saturated formation ¡5. Given a

Sylow system 2 of the finite solvable group G and an g-projector

V oí G reducing 2, a sequence {Hi} of subgroups Hi, is constructed

such that

(i) each Hi reduces 2, and

(ii) the g-normalizers of XDHi in Hi converge to V.

The concept of system normalizers has been extended by Carter

and Hawkes [4] to any local formation %= \^ip)}, where i$Íp)Q¡5

is a nonempty formation for each prime p. Using an idea of Fischer

[5, 62-68], we give here an equivalent definition of ^-normalizers

which is valid for all integrated (i.e., §(/>)£5) local formation. Then

we construct a sequence of ^-normalizers which converges to an

^-projector. The ^-projector is a name suggested by Gaschiitz for

what he originally called an g-covering subgroup [ó].

All groups considered are finite solvable. The notations and ter-

minologies are standard. Given a group G and a formation §. FiG)

and $(G) denote respectively the Fitting subgroup and the Frattini

subgroup of G, and G(g) is the least normal subgroup of G such that

G/G(¡5)Gr?- If a subgroup M of G reduces a Sylow system 2 of G,

then 2 AM" denotes the Sylow system of M obtained by intersecting

M with the members of 2 and iV^ÇEAM) is the relative system nor-

malizes 9Í denotes the formation of all nilpotent groups, and 9c§ is

the formation of groups which are extensions of nilpotent groups by

groups in %.

1. g-normalizers. Let % = {%ip)} be an integrated local formation.

Definitions [4]. A p-chiei factor H/K of a group G is ^-central of

G/CgÍH/K) E%ip) I otherwise, it is ^-eccentric. A maximal subgroup

M of G is ^-normal if M/Core iM)E%iP), where p is the prime divid-

ing [G:M]; otherwise, M is ^-abnormal.

We need the following results from [4] and [8]:

(A) [4, Lemma 2.3]. A maximal subgroup of G is g-normal if and

only if it complements an ^-central chief factor of G.
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(B) [4, Lemma 4.4]. GG5 if and only if every minimal normal

subgroup of G/$(G) is ^-central.

(C) [4, Theorem 5.8]. Let GG9Î5 and H be a subgroup of G such

that ÜGS and G = F(G) -H. Then H is contained in some ^-projector

of G.

(D) [8, Satz 2.1]. Let F be an g-projector 0f a group G. Then

NMC\ V= (Nf\ V)(MC\ V), for any normal subgroups N, M of G.

Lemma 1.1. (a) G(%) covers all ^-eccentric chief factors of a group G.

(b)  M(^)QG(%) for any ^-abnormal subgroup M of G.

Proof, (a) It is sufficient to show that G(g) covers the ^-eccentric

minimal normal subgroups. Let A be an g-eccentric minimal normal

¿»-subgroup, and let F be an g-projector of the group G. Then

A = Ar\A-G(%)C\V-G(%)

= Ar\[A-G(%)i\V]-G(%)

= AC\[(Ar\V)(G(%)r\V)]-G(%)        (by(D))

= (Ar\V)(Ai\G(m.

If Ai\G(%) = \, then A centralizes G(g) and is a minimal normal

¿-subgroup of F. It follows that G/CG(A)^V/Cr(A)GrKíO- This is

a contradiction to A being g-eccentric.

(b) Let K — Core (M) and let H/K be the chief factor complement-

ing M. Then H=(Hr\G($))-K, G=(HÍ\G(%))-M, and G(%)
= (HC\G(%))-M(%).

Lemma 1.2. Let H be a normal subgroup of a group G. Then

NG(Er\H) reduces 2, for any Sylow system 2 of G [7, Theorem 4.1].

Proof. We have G = H'■ NG(2fW). Let 20 be a Sylow system of

NGÇ2r\H). Then (2Piü)2„= {(Spr\H)Tp\ Spe2, TPG20} is a Sylow
system of G. Hence (2r\ü)20 = 2*, for some xEG. Since 2HÜ

= (2niî)20nii = 2*rW=(2nii)*, x<ENGÇ2r\H). Therefore 2 re-
duces into NG(Zr\H).

Notations. 2)(2) denotes the set of g-projectors of A'G(2nG(g))

which reduce 2. If H reduces 2 then 3)(2nü) is the set of g-projec-

tors of Nr,Ç2r\HCÎ5)) which reduce 2.
Since NG(2r\G(%)) reduces 2, 2)(2) is not empty. The aim of this

section is to show that 2)(2) consists of only one element £>(2). Its

proof, through a series of lemmas, follows closely the development

in [5].

Lemma 1.3. (a) If GG3cg then G = N0(2nG(%)), for any Sylow
system 2 of G. Therefore the elements of £)(2) are ^-projectors of G.
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(b) For any epimorphism a of G, 3)(2)aCT)(S«).

Proof. Since G(g) is a nilpotent normal subgroup, (a) is valid,

(b) also holds, because each step in the construction of 3)(2) is in-

variant under epimorphisms.

Lemma 1.4. Let 2 be a Sylow system of a group G, and let H be a nor-

mal subgroup containing Gi%). Then the following statements hold:

(a) Nei^r\H)Eyi^. Therefore the elements of S)(2rWG(2Añr))

are ^-projectors of NoCSi^H).

(b) Each element of 5D(2f>\./VG(2P\.rY)) is contained in an element of

3) (2).

Proof, (a) Since G = H-NG(ZnH) and H^Gfä),

NgÇZ P\ H)/NHi? C\H)^é g/h

is an epimorphic image of G/Gi%). Therefore NG(I,r\H)ESSl%, and

the elements of QCZi^N G(2r\H)) are g-projectors of Na(2C\H), as

shown in Lemma 1.3 (a).

(b) We use induction on the order \G\. Let G be a minimal counter-

example and let H be of minimal index [H:Gi$) ] for which the lemma

fails. Let H/K be a chief factor of G/Gift). Then each element of

SD(2r\iVo(2r\K)) is contained in an element of D(2).

From

G = K ■ NoiZ r^K) = H ■ Ar0(2 H K),

we have NGÇZ,r\K)/NHÇZC^K)^G/HE5. Therefore the pair
NG(2f~\K) and NhÇZC^K) satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma. Since

H=K-NHÇ2r\K) and NaÇZr\H) normalizes NH(2r\K), the relative

system normalizer of 2r\NHÇ2r\K) in NG(Zr\K) is JV0(2Aff). If

Ng(?C\K) ¿¿G then, by induction, each element of QCZf^N aÇZnH))

is contained in an element of 3)(2rWGi^C\K)). Hence each element

of £)(2A/VG(2rW)) is contained in an element of 3)(2).

If Na(2r\K)=G then K is nilpotent. Thus GG3íé- Let p be the

prime dividing | Ff/i^|. Then H=iSp(^H)K, where Sp is the Sylow

¿-subgroup   in  2.   Then   NGi2nH)=NGiSPf^H)^Spr\H.   Hence

G = H-Noil r\H) = K-NaiS C\ H) = KE,

where

E E 33(2 H A7G(S H fl)).

By (C), F is contained in an ^-projector D of G. Since ii is a nilpotent
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normal subgroup, D(~\K reduces any Sylow system of G. Therefore

D = (DH\K)E reduces 2, by [2, Lemma 2.7]. This completes the

proof.

Lemma 1.5. Let M be an ^-abnormal subgroup of G which reduces a

Sylow system 2. Then each element of 3) (2) is contained in an element

of £>(2PiM).

Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample.

(1) 2)(2)CAf. If Core (If) Tíl then G/Core (M) satisfies the

lemma. Therefore !3)(2)Clf if Core (M)p±\.

Suppose Core (M) = \. Then there is a self-centralizing minimal

normal ¿»-subgroup A which complements M. We have AÇ^G(i$) and

ilf (g) = A/r\G(g), by (A) and Lemma 1.1. If M(%) = 1 then M is an

g-projector of G = NG(^I^G(%)) [9]. Suppose that 2 also reduces

into Ma, where \p±aEA. Then the Sylow ¿»-complement Sp of 2 is

contained in M and Ma. Hence [Sp, a]Ç~Ma(~\A = 1, and a centralizes

0P'(M). This contradicts the assumption that A is self-centralizing.

Hence M is the unique g-projector reducing 2. Suppose M(í5)p*l.

We show that NG(2r\G(%))CM. Suppose amGJVs(2nG(g)), where

lp^aEA and mEM. Since M^S" and S»r\G($) = (S»r\G(%))am,

we have [S>T\G(%), a]CAÍ\M=í. Then aECA(Op, (M($))). Hence

A = CA(Op>(M (%))). This contradicts the assumption that

Core (M) = \.

(2) Each element of 3)(2) is contained in an element of

^(^r\NM(2r\G(^)r\M). Let Z»G3)(2). We have

d g a0(2 n g(S)) n m = #*(s n g(s))

çfM(snc(g)nM),

G = G(g)-0,

and

Aaí(2 n G(g) n m) = [Am(2 n G(g) n m) n G(g)] • d

= iv«(í)njí(2nG(8)njf)-fl.

By (C), D is contained in an g-projector £ of ArM(2PiG(g)nií).

Then E = [EnA^g,n* (2PiG(g)nAf)]-I> reduces 2, by [2, Lemma

2.7]. Therefore E£$)Ç2r\NM&r\G(%)r\M)).
(3) Each element of £)(2H\NMÇ2r\G($)r\M)) is contained in an ele-

ment of 3)(ZnAf). The pair M and G(g)r>\lf satisfies the hypothesis

of Lemma 1.4 (b). Therefore (3) is valid. This completes the proof.

Theorem 1.1. ©(2) contains only one element.
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Proof. We use induction on \G\. Let G be a minimal counterex-

ample. Then GÇJE5 and there exists an ^-abnormal subgroup M,

which reduces 2 and complements a ¿-chief factor A/$iG). Let P

be the Sylow ¿-subgroup of Ai~\Gi$). Since A is nilpotent, P is a

normal subgroup supplementing M. Since G(f5) =P- Mi%),

A^J/(2njVf(g))ÇiVM(2nG(r5))ÇZ7VG(2nG(r5)). By Lemma 1.5, each
element of 33(2) is contained in an element of 3X2HM). Since

NM&r\Mi%))QN0Ç2,nGi%)), each element of ©(2) is an element

of 3)(2r\M). By induction, £)(2rw) has only one element. There-

fore 3) (2) has only one element.

Definition. The unique element D(2)=D of 3)(2) is called the

%-normalizer of the Sylow system 2.

We may restate Lemma 1.5 and the proof of Theorem 1.1 as

follows:

Theorem 1.2. Let M be an %-abnormal subgroup reducing a Sylow

system 2 of G. Then DÇ2C\M)^>DÇL). If, in addition, M complements

an %-eccentric minimal normal subgroup of G/&ÍG), then DÇE,r\M)
= 23(2).

Remark. If g contains the formation 9x of nilpotent groups, then

our definition of g-normalizer coincides with the g-normalizer of

Carter and Hawkes.

Proof. Let Cp be the intersection of all CgÍH/K), where H/K runs

over all g-ceritral ¿-chief factors. Put Z>0(2) =r\pNeiSpr\Cp), where

Sp is the Sylow ¿-complement in the Sylow system 2. Z>0(2) is the

g-normalizer of Carter and Hawkes. If a maximal subgroup M re-

duces 2 and complements an g-eccentric minimal normal subgroup of

G/$iG), then [4, Lemma 4.6] F»0(2) =L»0(2nM). Hence, by induc-

tion and Theorem 1.2, F>(2) =F>(2AM) =D0(2PiM) =D0(2).

The following theorem is [5, Theorem 8.5]. Fischer's proof, which

we reproduce here, does not require v539L

Theorem 1.3. D = D(S) covers all ^-central chief factors and avoids

all %-eccentric chief factors of G.

Proof. By Lemma 1.3 (b), it is sufficient to show that D covers all

g-central minimal normal subgroups of G and avoids all g-eccentric

ones. Let A be an g-central minimal normal ¿-subgroup of G.

Since G/CGiA) E rK¿) Q î5, A centralizes Gifê). Consequently

AQNGi^C\Gi%)), and i is a minimal normal ¿-subgroup of AD.

As AD/CadÍA)^G/CgÍA)E%ÍP), we have ADE%. Since D is an
^-projector of ArG(2nG(g)), AD = D.
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Let A be an g-eccentric minimal normal ¿-subgroup of G. We have

¿£G(g) and AnDQG(%)nNGCSnG(^))=NG^(Zr\G(^)). Sup-
pose A(~\Dt¿L As a system normalizer covers the central chief fac-

tors and avoids the eccentric ones, Ai~\DQZ(G(^)). Then A(~\D is a

normal subgroup. Consequently A =A(~\D is also a minimal normal

¿■-subgroup of D. Then G/CG(A)^D/CD(A)E%(p)- This contradicts

the assumption that A is g-eccentric.

Remark. A normal subgroup N of a group G is called %-hypercentral

[8], if all chief factors below N are g-central. The %-hy per center of G

is the maximal g-hypercentral subgroup of G. Theorem 1.3 yields

the usual characterization of g-hypercenter as the intersection of all

ty-normalizers.

2. A convergent sequence.

Lemma 2.1. Let 2 be a Sylow system of a group G, and D=D(2).

Then the following statements hold:

(a) // an ^-projector V of G reduces 2, then V^D.

(b) Z?(SnG(Sßg)-Z>)3D.

Proof, (a) Suppose there exists a maximal subgroup M which

contains F and reduces 2. By [4, Lemma 5.1], M is ^-abnormal.

Then £>(2fW)2.D by Theorem 1.2, and V^DÇZf\M) by induction.
It remains to produce such a maximal subgroup. Let A be a minimal

normal subgroup of G. If G = A V, then Fis maximal. If G p±A F then,

by induction G/M has a maximal subgroup M/A which reduces ZA/A

and contains A V/A. Then M reduces 2 and contains F.

(b) Since G/G(9îg)G9xg> G(9?g)-D/G(9ir5) is an g-projector of

G/G(Sfl%) by Lemma 1.3. From the above paragraph, there exists an

^-abnormal subgroup Mi, which reduces 2 and contains G(yi%)-D.

Repeat this process, we get a chain of subgroups G = MoZ)MiZ) ■ ■ •

~DMr = G(3l%) D, where each Mi is ^-abnormal ¡n Mi-i and reduces

2, 1 Si^r. Apply Theorem 1.2 to this chain and get D(2PiG(5Rg) -D)

Given a group G and a Sylow system 2 of G, we construct two se-

quences {Hi} and {Dt} as follows:

Ho = G, D0 = D(Xr\H0), and Hi = Hi-i(9l%)-Di-1, Di = DÇZC\Hi),

for tél. We have H0^H{DHS^ . . . , and fl0£AÇAÇ ... by
Lemma 2.1 (b). Since HiÇil^) is the smallest normal subgroup of

Hi(%) with a nilpotent factor Hi(%)/Hi($l%), the ü-sequence

terminates at HTEi5, if ür-iG^Ö- Then the £>-sequence terminates

at Dr-i = Hr.
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Theorem 2.1. Dr_i = Hr is an ^-projector of G which reduces 2.

Proof. Since .ff,/ií~¿(9,cg)G9,cg, -fL+i contains an g-projector of £/",

by Lemma 1.3 (a). Therefore the g-projector of iT4+i are the g-pro-

jectors of H{. Thus Hr is an g-projector of G. HT reduces 2 by the

construction of the sequence.

Corollary 2.1. Any Sylow system 2 reduces into exactly one g-¿ro-

jector [l, Theorem 6].

Proof. Suppose that 2 reduces into an g-projector V. Then V^D0

by Lemma 2.1 (a). Since Hi/HoiVlft) is an g-projector of H0/H0iyi%),

we have D0 Ç VQHi. Suppose that F>,_iÇ VQHt. As VQHi and re-

duces 2, we get V^Di. Similarly, since Hi+i/Hiffift) is an g-projector

of Hf/Hiiftft), we have VQHW. Therefore DT-i=V=Hr is the

unique g-projector reducing 2.

Corollary 2.2. If GGÏÏtSîg then each %-normalizer is contained in

only one ^-projector of G [4, Theorem 5.9].

Proof. Let GGWSxg. Then G(g)G9Wi, iíi = G(9íg) -.DoGSig, and
H2 = DiE%- Suppose that Do is contained in an g-projector V. Then

V is contained in G(9xg)-D0. Since G(9ig) is a nilpotent normal

subgroup of Hi, 2fWi reduces into FnG(5îg). Hence 2 reduces

into [VC\Gi<<R%)]-Do= V, by [2, Lemma 2.7]. Then V = Dh by Corol-
lary 2.1.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose GGSiSig- Let V be an %-projector contain-

ing the %-normalizer D ofa Sylow system 2 ofG. If Vis self-centralizing,

then V^K, for every subgroup K such that D is subnormal in K

[4, Theorem 5.10].

Proof. Let D = K0EKiE • • • EK, = K be a subnormal series

joining D and K. Suppose 2£<Ç V. Since D^Ki = Kxt, for any xEK,+i,

DC Vs. By Corollary 2.2, F= V*. If V is self-normalizing then x£F.

Therefore TC.+iC F. Hence XÇF.
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